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Proposition 65 is a California law that applies to companies selling products in California.
Proposition 65 requires warnings if a product contains any listed chemical present above very
low levels. Proposition 65 is not a product safety law, but rather a "right-to-know" law.
Businesses are required to provide warnings to comply with Proposition The list includes
naturally occurring and man-made chemicals. Proposition 65 warnings can be seen for a wide
variety of everyday consumer products, including electronic equipment, and warnings can be
seen posted throughout California in a variety of establishments such as buildings, hotels,
restaurants, coffee shops, and stores. The warning is part of our ongoing effort to comply with
the California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of known as "Proposition 65".
Audio streaming [A2DP] is an audio protocol of Bluetooth technology. This profile allows for
audio to be streamed wirelessly from your compatible device, such as a Smartphone, to the
source unit so you can enjoy your favorite music or streaming music service such as Pandora
or Spotify, wirelessly. The Aux Input allows you to connect to the audio output of an external
device such as an MP3 Player or Smartphone so you can enjoy your music through your
system. Allows our Bluetooth equipped source units to make wireless hands-free calls when
paired with a Bluetooth equipped Smartphone. ESP [Electronic skip protection] is a feature that
buffers the CD while playing, storing 5 seconds of music. If disc reading is interrupted, the
player momentarily uses the stored data, while the tracking circuitry finds the passage prior to
the interruption on the CD for continuous performance. ID3 Tag allows the audio file to store
and display additional data such as title, artist, album, track number and more. The Rear
Camera Input is a safety and convenience feature. When you shift your vehicle into reverse, the
unit automatically powers on a rear view camera [sold separately] and switches the display to
show what the camera sees. The SD Memory Card port will support a full size SD memory card
to 32 GB and can be used for music playback as well as photo and video viewing on source
units equipped with a monitor. Most units support full size SD cards but there are a few that
only accept micro SD cards. Our Steering Wheel Control-compatible units allow you to control
the functions of the radio from the buttons on your steering wheel if equipped. This provides
convenience and safety by allowing you to keep your hands on the wheel. An additional
interface is required and sold separately. The USB port will support a USB flash drive up to 32
GB and can be used for music playback as well as photo and video viewing on source units
equipped with a monitor. Video RCA Output allows you to connect directly from your source
unit to the video input of external monitor s , such as headrest or overhead monitors. If you plan
on using multiple video monitors, we recommend using a video signal amplifier to boost the
signal for optimum picture quality. A wireless remote control gives you commanding access to
the key functions of your unit from the palm of your hand. July 5, Mike S. March 22, Amazon
Customer. December 17, Amazon Customer. September 23, 48nascargirl. June 10, R. December
17, Trey D. April 16, Adaryl Fisher. March 17, ashertopia. March 2, Miss Kitty. August 28,
RysiuM. January 1, Jesus Trevizo. Your Name. Your Email. Review Title. Review Content.
Youtube URL. PB out of 5 based on 0 customer ratings. This product is not currently available
for purchase. What is Proposition 65? Why do you see the warning on our packaging and
website? Aux Input The Aux Input allows you to connect to the audio output of an external
device such as an MP3 Player or Smartphone so you can enjoy your music through your
system. Bluetooth Allows our Bluetooth equipped source units to make wireless hands-free
calls when paired with a Bluetooth equipped Smartphone. Steering Wheel Controls SWC Our
Steering Wheel Control-compatible units allow you to control the functions of the radio from the
buttons on your steering wheel if equipped. Video Output Video RCA Output allows you to
connect directly from your source unit to the video input of external monitor s , such as
headrest or overhead monitors. Wireless Remote Control A wireless remote control gives you
commanding access to the key functions of your unit from the palm of your hand. MP3 through.
Bluetooth Bluetooth Audio Streaming. Bluetooth Hands-free. Bluetooth Supported Profiles. SD
Port. Rear Camera Input. Pre-Amp Outputs. Video Output. Last Position Memory. Electronic
Skip Protection. Wireless Remote Control. General Screen Size. Switchable Tuner Frequencies.
Tuner Preset. Selectable Preset EQ. ID3-Tag Information. Clock Display. Chassis Type.
Mounting Measurement Width. Not bad for the price Overall not a bad unit for the price.
Bluetooth streaming is weak. However, it works as advertised. Touch-screen works well, audio
is acceptable. Bottom line is that you get what you pay for. Was this review helpful? Ok for the
price Good for the price but returned and bought a kenwood. Plastic on the sides of the front
cover stick out to much to fit this in my enfig CD player kit in my Audi A4. Also volume button is
inaccurate, think it was Didn't change and went from low to loud. Every time you played with the
screen it cut out the music for like a second, also had screen lagged. Pitchure quality is ok, but
for it's not that bad. Main reason for returning is it wouldn't fit, to big. So far so Good I finally
got this installed in my 07 Trailblazer. Took a bit to get all the required accessories needed. SO

far so good though, decent sound quality, touch screen looks good and responds well. The
actual EQ button gets stuck sometimes, so I just dont use it, thankfully i can get to the settings
from the touchscreen. I noticed some people saying that there is no option to customize sound
preferences, thats not true. The only downafall I have really found is that the radio signal isnt as
strong as the stock stereo, thats not really a deal breaker though becuase I maily use the BT to
stream music from my phone. It fit my Ford Escape okay with some very minor alterations. The
touchscreen works alright. Some of the volume jumps are a bit loud. Setting 1 seems like it
should actually be about a 3 or 4, and the jump from 6 to 7 seems like there's a really big
difference. Minor annoyances, definitely something we can deal with. It was easy to set and is
pretty straight forward. Been using it for about 2 months with no problems. I wanted BT, Ipod
connector and touch screen. It was awesome that this also has a micro sd slot so I can load it
with ALL my tunes and served me well on a 3 day trip to NH. Saved me from having to spend all
day searching for a radio station that would fade in and out. And a lot cheaper than having to
pay for XM. Best radio I have found on the market. And even writing to Planet Audion for help
which one to get for a back up camera and they were no help either be sure IF you want a back
up camera connecters to get this one. The other one has the camera included. Saves me from
hitting another car while backing into a space. After a month and using this for a total of 6 days
on the road, still loving it and saved hundreds over Pioneer and Kenwood. Not perfect as the
options are still a bit confusing and as I said the instructions are still horrid. The usual poor
translation from Chinese to English. How hard would it be to get the US distributor to rewrite
them after giving a long workout. Still get this one. It has a lot of features, but is also lacking a
few standard features. The sound quality is pretty much the same as the stereo I replaced, but
this one allows the volume to go much higher. The bluetooth connectivity is easy and fast. The
hands free features for streaming music and taking calls is very responsive. Calls are crisp and
clear I placed the microphone right beside the receiver so the passenger and driver could both
be heard. The DVD function is quite easy to follow. The bightness, however, even when turned
all the way up, is still fairly dim even when not in direct sunlight. I wish it would be brighter for
daytime viewing. I did set mine up so it can be viewed while driving so my son can watch while I
drive. The back-up camera input does not work on my unit. I use it primarily to hook up to my
boat trailer. I was able to put the back-up camera input into the video input in the back of the
receiver, so I just have to switch my source to video 1 and I can see the camera. Pain in the butt,
but it is a low end receiver. The equalizer will show bass and treble, but it won't allow you to
adjust them. It only allows the 4 preset equalizer settings. There are 4 different wallpaper
settings, which is a neat feature. Just choose your favorite! The clock on my unit will not stay
on the time I set it to. Every time I start my truck, the clock is about minutes off from where I had
it set. This is annoying as heck. I have no issues with slow response from the touch screen. It is
very fast and responsive. Installation is straight forward. I have minimal experience hooking up
receivers, so the ease of installation can't be overstated here. I highly suggest buying the Metra
installation kit for your specific vehicle as this will give it a "from the factory" installation look
that is clean and slick. This unit has RDS, which means if the radio station you are listening to
sends digital information regarding the song title and artist, this stereo will display that
information. It only shows about 9 characters at a time, but it does get the job done. It's kind of
funny, but there is a built-in calculator on this receiver. I would give it a higher rating if he
back-up camera input worked and if the brightness would be sufficient for daytime DVD
viewing. All in all this is not a terrible unit, especially for the price. Oh, and by the way, it does
come with a stylus for use with the touch screen. The only problem is there is nowhere to store
it! Still a neat perk that I wasn't expecting. I will update once I install the new one. BTW, I bought
one from Amazon and one from a local retailer. I wanted to have the same receiver in both my
vehicles. Hopefully the new one from Amazon will work properly. As far as the brightness and
glare issue, it is only a problem from the driver and passenger seat. My son sits in the middle
seat in the back of my pick-up and says he can always see it just fine except on especially dark
scenes. I use and SD card with all my music on it. I have it seperated in folders by genre. Wine
you choose shuffle, it shuffle between all songs and all folders; this is pretty annoying. I have
yet to get the back-up camera working. I'm pretty sure it's an issue with my rca cord getting
interference on its way from the camera to the receiver. I just haven't taken the time to figure it
out. Prior to running the rca cord along my frame, the picture does exactly as it should No big
loss really. I get around to it. I did figure out how to adjust the bass and treble manually. The
equalizer must be turned off, then you can adjust them each manually. Rating upgraded from 3
stars to 4 stars. More bang for your buck! It took the tech all of 20 minutes to install it. I read
upon this product for three months before the purchase. After the install the tech offered to
show me how to work it. Being macho I declined it. The first thing I did was set my local radio
stations to my faves. Then I toggled around with the menu to up the ante on the brightness and

sharpness and also the bass and treble volumes. Then next I paired my Amazon Fire phone to
the deck's Bluetooth wireless connection which worked like a charm. I then put in a DVD and
toggled that menu'a brightness function. Now my movies play very clear even though I still
haven't taken the clear film protector off yet. The remote has lots of buttons on it like a home
theater control. Still haven't figured out all the functions. The Loud button function increases
your factory speakers output by tenfold. This concludes part 1 of my review I'll be back
tomorrow. Here's why. First, the antenna is clearly not as strong as the stock radio I had.
Driving around in normal, populated areas where I should be getting very strong signal I get
static and signal loss. Also, the screen glitches out every so often. Sometimes it loads up
monochromatically I've seen purple, green and red and sometimes it is just electronic digital
noise and you can't see anything. Power cycle usually fixes this but it bodes poorly for
longevity of the product. I installed this in my Dodge Caravan. I needed and bought a Metra
dash kit, harness, and antenna adapter in order to get it working and fitting well. Installation was
not, however, a breeze as expected. The red wire was a problem and as I looked for any wiring
diagrams I found that the instructions for this radio were insufficient. Without connecting it to
power I could not use the radio even though my old radio stock worked with just yellow 12V. I
checked Planet Audio's website online and got the same booklet as was included in my box.
Unfortunately, nothing included explains the wires no diagrams and since I am not a pro I had
two options: call tech support or try stuff until it worked. First I tried tech support. I left a
message and more than a week went by with no response. Then I tried stuff. I co-wired the red
12V with the yellow 12V together with the yellow from the Metra harness and got power but the
radio stayed on unless manually powered off. Battery drain risk A good little stereo This is a
great value double din stereo kit for the price. It was very easy to install I had to buy a dash kit
and it fit perfectly. It looks like it was professionally installed. The Bluetooth works flawlessly
and connects very quickly. I installed the microphone right on my center console and it picks up
my voice very clearly without any background noise. The Bluetooth volume is really clear when
playing music using that feature. The radio feature works very nicely, a lot clearer than my stock
Toyota radio. There is also an available option for a back-up camera the camera is not included.
The only negative issues I found were the brightness of the screen. I feel like the screen maybe
a little hard to see when playing a dvd and it is really bright out. The other issue I had was the
display when playing audio files. If the title is long it will only display the first 8 characters.
Overall I think this is a great unit and a great value it offers all the features I would receive from
a unit that cost times the price. Good quality radio, tons of features undocumented for budget
price. I bought this unit and installed it in place of the factory radio on Tacoma 4x4 Ex cab. This
is an old car made almost 20 years ago so I expected to have some issues fitting the modern
radio it in. I was surprised the issues were not that big and the radio fit with little changes: 1.
The standard 2-bay sleeve does not fit in my truck. The original radio is mounted with factory
made brackets that do not follow current mounting standards. Also only two holes in
Toyota-factory brackets matched threaded holes in Planet Audio radio's case. To assure solid
"grip" I enlarged other two holes in the factory brackets so they mate with threaded holes in the
radio's case. That did the trick and Planet Audio PB fit perfectly in the opening. There is no need
for supplied frames as the original dash panel fits over the front panel of the radio. It looks like
the radio was built for this truck. The radio bay in my Tacoma is not very deep. There are air
vent ducts behind the radio. PB fits in the opening as long as you don't use standard RCA plugs
on the back. The original radio antenna is OK but I wanted to use a backup camera which
should be connected to RCA input on the back. I made a custom L-shape RCA plug for backup
camera and that solved the problem. It is tight fit without much space left but it works. Other
connectors and wires including additional wire harness to plug into Tacoma plugs fit behind
and below the radio without problems. Back USB connector was put in the glow box. Now about
the functionality of the radio. The user manual does not tell you all things this radio can do. So
this is what I found so far: Buy it, you won't regret it I've waited a couple of months before I
wrote the review to test this stereo out. All I can say is wow! This is a great purchase for the
price point. This stereo has everything from Bluetooth streaming, hands free calling, back up
camera, multiple outputs including subwoofer to steering wheel control leads. I have it installed
in a jeep wrangler and it looks great. As some have mentioned, it does have a couple flaws. For
example the volume; it is very loud by just turning up the volume to level 1. Turning off the
"loud" option helps a bit though. Another one is using the hands free call feature. Sometimes it
doesn't let my phone make outgoing calls. These are just really small complaints compared to
all the great things this stereo has and even smaller when you compare them to the price of the
stereo. Just buy it, you won't regret it. Platinum Dealer - Free Extended Warranty. User Manual
in English. User Manual in English V2. UUser Manual in English V3. Buy from Walmart. Buy from
Fry's Electronics. This LKQ Online listing is in good, used, working condition and comes as

pictured. May fit other years and models. Please consult your local dealer. You will only receive
what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume anything else
will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working
condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in
the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is
your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application. Additional items may
be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL
other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues from happening and apologize for
any inconvenience it may cause. You will be responsible for any Restocking and Shipping fees
associated with you order. Please consult your dealer before trying any type of upgrade. We
cannot tell you if it fits anything else. Please do not ask because you will only get this statement
as a reply. Just because it looks like it will fit, doesn? The donor vehicle VIN will be included on
the invoice to help obtain the code from the dealer. There is a chance the dealer may charge a
service fee to obtain the code. You must obtain said service at your expense if you wish to use
said service. If an optional antenna is needed, it will not be included unless stated. Please read
above before asking. If a control box is needed for these other than the part listed, it will not be
included unless stated. No antenna, DVD disc, or wiring is included, unless stated above.
wiring diagram for a ceiling fan with a light
stihl fs 450 parts diagram
99z71
We will not guarantee it to work otherwise, and no refund will be given. Infinity radios will
generally work in non-Infinity equipped vehicles, but verify with dealer first. No refund given.
Boxes - Check the ebay 'Shipping and Payments' tab for more info. PayPal Only Credit Cards
can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be accepted for
example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be
collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located
in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check
rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to
questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment
or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are
looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy.

